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RECTIFIER 
Variou. functiona performed by the ditlettnt tubea in the successive 1tagq of a radio receiving circuit. 

In a previous lesson we learned that when a radio wave was sent out from an 

antenna, it consisted of two component parts - the radio frequency carrier and the 

audio frequency. T'he audio frequency was impressed upon the carrier and the ampli- 

tude of the carrier or11RF"wave was modulated ·oy the audio signal impreeeed upon it. 

-hie constituted a modulated wave. 

In a receiving set just the reverse operation takes place. The radio wave in 

traveling through space collects upon the antenna. and by induction causes high 

frequency alternating currents to flow in the antenna �hat are in every respect 

similar to those which originally flowed in the transmitting antenna. The receiver 

set must tnen accept these reduced currents and demodulate tnem; that 11 ,  to separate 

the radio frequency from tne audio frequency so that only the audio frequency mEJ3 be 

reproduced as sound in the loud speaker or headphones whichever may be in use. 
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In addition to performing the preceding operations, some receiving sets are pro 

vided with �dd1t1onal parh 10 ae to De aole to alter or increase the strength of 

the receiving signale. The amplification can be effected either while the signals 

are still at a high frequenc7 when it  ie known aa mdio frequency amplification. or 

after they are reduced to a low frequenc7 when it  11 known as audio frequency ampli- 

fication. L complete rece1v1� 1et mu.at thua include a tuner, a radio frequency 

ampli!'ier, a detector and an audio frequenc�, amplifier. I t  is  the design and operation 

or these various parts that d.iatiD&'lith one receiving aP.t or circuit from another. 

\ 

We will now take up a at� of the tuning methods and detector and leave the amplifying 

system, for later lessons. 

TUUED CIRCUIT SYSTDJS 

Since radio messages and programs are carried through space in the form of an 

electric wave motion, a receiving station in order to be able to reproduce the si�ls 

must be arranged to intercept these waves and absorb some of their energy. Also, as 

the various transmitters send out their signals on waves of different frequencies, 

the receiver must aive adjustable selectivity so that it can recpond to waves of only 

one frequency at a time. 

Such response selectivit7 is obtained through the use of tuned circuit systems, 

and since the current in such a tuned circuit circulates back and forth at high 

frequencies, the circuit 11 often referred to as an oscillating circuit. �riefly, 

�he entire action is as follows: As the waves advancing through space are intercepted 

t>;y the receiving antenna, voltages are induced 'in it and conducted to the receiver 

itaelf via the lead-in. In the receiver these signal voltages.come upon a tuned circuit 

that i s  adjusted to respond onl1 to a certain frequency. A voltage of ihis frequency 

will  causf! a current to circulate, and this current builc..s up a voltage that is  then 

11ent tr.rou6h a number of stages of amplification and finally reproduced in the speaker 

\.. . ..._, (' 
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as audible sounds. 

A tuned circuit coneieta esaentially of an inductance coil and a condenser, 

either one or both of which are variable. Common practice is to use a fixed induc 

tance coil and a variable condenser. The relative size of the coil and condenser 

determines the rate at which the current can circulate and the response frequency of 

the circuit. It  is the inductive effect of the coil and the capacity of the condenser 

that regulate the rate at which the current can vary in the circuit. Generally the 

circuit is thought of as oscillating at a certain frequency. 

BOW .A. CIRCUl'f OSCILLATES 

The electrical actions going on within an oscillating circuit while a high 

frequency current is flowing back and forth in it ,  are most interesting. In Jig. 1 

are illustrated the successive conditions as they take place. The condenser •c• is 

connected. across coil 1L11 with a switch "S' for openin& and closing the circuit. 

At "A" the condenser is  in a �barged condition, that i s ,  electrical energy 

(known as the charge) is stored up between its plates. The upper plate is at a high 

or positive potential (pressure), and the lower at a similar low or negative potential. 

In this condition tbe condenser is in a very unstable condition; and as soon as a 

chauce is given i t ,  the electrical charge tries to redistribute itself so that both 

plates will be at the same potential or pressure. As soon as the switch 11S11 is closed ,  

this redistribution begins to take place, and the oscillating action commences. 

Since an electric current al•ays flows from a region of high pressure to one of 

low pressure, a current flow takes place in the direction indicated by the arrows in 

"B".  Thie curre�t flows throllf:h the coil AL•,  and as it does so it  builds up a 

magnetic field (linea of force) around the turns of the coil. When the redietribution 

i s  completed and both condenser plates are at the same potential, there is no longer 

any force to keep the current flowing, .and for an instant all action ceases.  At thi� 
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stage all the electrical-energy which •a• ai first atored up in the condeneer as an 

electrostatic field between the platea, 1• now found aa magnetic energJ in the form 

of a magnetic field around the coil. 
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Electrostatic and ma.gnctic actions taking- place in  an o  ...  c  il lut irur circuit 
eonsist insr of a coil an<l a condenser. 
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Thie is illustrated at"D". :But when the current flow ceases, there is no longer anT 

force to maintain thia magnetic field, and •a a result it at once becins to collapse. 

As these lines of force collapse or shri�, they cut all the turns of wire on the coil 

and induce in them a voltage which tends to keep the current flowing. Current flow thu.e 

contimies toward the lower plate of the condeneer as is ahown at "E•.  When the magnetic 

field has complete� dise.ppeared, all the energy is again stored up in the condenser. 

The condenser 11 again charged ae it was or�inall7, but thia time in the opposite 

direction as illustrated at "F". The lower plate h now at high potential and the 

upper at low potential. 

With the condenser in· this charged concfitl�n, · 1t 11 �in Ter'7 unatable or restless,  

and the stored up charge at once triee to redietrioute itself. Current flow iumediately 

oegins again, this time from the lower plate through the coil to the upper plate as 11 

illustrated at "G". Inergy transference again takea place from the condenser into the 
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coil and then from the coil into the condenser again until the upper plate ie po�itive 

r> and tlle lower negative. When the action is completed, we are back at ".A" once more, 

ready to start all over. 

Such a complete series of actions is known as one cycle, and consiets of a 

current surge in one direction and back again. Four transformations of energy take 

place: From electrostatic energy in the condenser at 11.A." to magnetic energy in the 

coil at "D", from magnetic to electrostatic energy at "FN, and then in reverie from 

electrostatic to �etic and la1tly from magnetic to electrostatic again at ".A.". 

Of course, these actions all occur at a tremendous speed. 'l'he :rmmber of cycles that 

occur per second is known as the oscillation frequency of the circuit .  The oscillation 

frequency, as we shall see later on, depends upon the size of each coil and of the 

condenser. In broadcasting service frequencies re.?Jl;ing from 545,000 to 1 ,500,000 

cycles per second are used today. This means at the higher frequency the period of 

complete time required for one cycle ie lee� than one-millionth of a second. 

These oscillations do not continue indefinitely, but on account of the resit."tance 

of the wires and of the coil a certain amount of energy ie dissipated during each 

cycle, with the result 1hat the current surges soon die out. It is evident that the 

lower this resistance i s .  the less energy will oe dissipated and the more intense will 

each current surge be .  I t  is  for this reason that all circuits in a Radio rec.eiver 

should be ma.de as perfect as possible so that all energy loss will be reduced to a 

minimum. 

TBJil TUNED OSCILLA.TING CIRCUIT 

Every tuned Radio circuit involves the two electrical prin9iples, inductance and 

capacity. Either one or both of these elements can be variable, but it  is comnon 

practice to employ a definite fixed inductance coil and a variable capacity in the form 

of a condenser. 
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A typical tuned circuit is illustrated in 11g. 2 in which we have the inductance 

coil 1L" shunted by the variable condenser •c• • .An alternating current set up in 

this circuit will oscillate (flow oack and forth) at a rate or frequency depending 

upon the she of the coil and the condeneer. By varying the capacity ot the con 

denser, it is poseible to regulate the ability with which it can 1-alce on or give out 

a complet� charge; and this in turn controls the frequency at which the curr8llt will 

01cillat& in the circuit. The tuning elements of most Radio receivers consist ot 

just such oscillation circuits, a fixed inductance coil shunted by- a variable con 

denser, and the tuning process consists of adjusting the relaiive values of the 

inductance and capacity until the current in the tuned circuit oscillate, at the same 

frequency- as tne waves coming in over th.a antenna. Yfnen two such circuits oscillate 

at the same frequency they are said. to be in resonance. The word, resonance, means 

to be in step. 

The tuned circuit can readily be compared to a wave filter, for when tuned to a 

particular frequency it admits waves of only that frequency and withholds or rejects 

all the rest. The efficiency of the tuning apparatus determines how effective the 

Radio receiver will be in seiecting only one station at a time. The most elaborate 

receiver would be of little value in practice if its tuning equipment will not permit 

a.harp and selective tuning. 

)1ECHANICA.L ANALOGY OP' 1'EI TUlf.ED CIRCUIT 

The electrical action of an oscillating circuit as was ju1t described, can readil7 

be compared to the up and down motion of a spiral or coiled spring at tile bottom of 

which is  suspended a weight. When the weight is once given a slight push, it will 

keep on bobbing up and down for some time, just as a current once set up in the electri 

cal circuit will continue to oscillate for some time. 
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The frequency or rate at •hich the weight will vibrate or Dob up and down, will 

depend upon ita aize and upon the 1tiffne1s or ela1ticit7 of the spring. The weight 

corresponds to the inductance in the electric circuit and the spring corresponds to 

the condenser. Tne inductance, like the weight, acts li�e a load on the system; and 

the greater the weight, the slower it will boo up and down • .llao, the larger and 

more elastic the spring is ,  the slower will be the rate of vibration; w.nile with a 

finer and stiffer spring the faster will be the rate of vibration. The conditions in 

the electric circuit are Tery similar. The greater the inductance, that i s ,  the greater 

the electric load on the 91'&tem, the-slower will be the rate of vibration or the 

frequency. The size of the condenser like the stiffness of the spring also affects the 

frequency. The larger the condenser, the longer time required for a complete charge 

and discharge; that i s ,  the slower will be the rate of oscillation. By changing either 

.  the inductance or the capacity, the oscillation frequency can be Tari ed. 

COUPLED CIRCUITS 

In radio practice it ia coDIIlOn to employ a number of tuned oscillation circuits and 

then paH the incoming signals through each one in succeasion. The advantage of thia 

arrangement is that if the first circuit is not completely effective in filtering out 

the undesired signals ,  the second one is sure to block them out; and if it is  further 

necessary, a third and even fourth tuned or filter circuit can be used. It  is through 

the use of such a series of tuned circuit• that great selectivity is secured in our 

modern Radio receiving sets. By selectivity is meant the extent or degree to which a 

receiving circuit can select the waves of a desired frequency ana exclude all the rest. 

A receiver that baa great selectivity is said to be very sharp tuning; while a broad 

tuning circuit is one that is not so effective in excluding the undesired wave lengths 

or frequencies. 
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' 
'In order to transfer the ener'7 from one c i r c ui t  to the n e x t ,  some fo rm of 

coupling device must b e  used. 'l'hi• coupling device me:r b e  a  pa i r  of adjacent c o i l s ,  

a  t ra n s f o rm e r ,  a  condenaer or a vacuum tub e .  All these various coupling me t ho d s  

w i l l  o e  taken up in later leasona in t he i r  appropriate pl aces,  

The m o s t  common sy-etem of coupling used 1 1  inductive coupling. In this s y s t em  

we have two adjacent c o i l s ,  and the current flowing through one of tham by induction 

causes a current to flow in the other, The r e lat i ve  number of tu.rns in the two c oil s  

and their p ositio n s  with respect to each other determine the tuning qualities to a 

great ext e n t, In Jig, 3 are illustrated two �oupled circuit s  •A• and 9B". In cir cuit  

"A" i s  a  generator •o• by m8E'.ns of which the high frequency oscillations are produced 

and caused to flow through the coil  •pn, As these current oscil lations flow through 

"P", they se t  up around it  a pulsating 11Bg11etic fiel d .  As this fie ld expands and 

contracts with each current surge, it  cuts the turns of the c oil  •sn in circuit 

"B" and causes a current to flow in it. Tbe coil "P", through which the original 

current flows is  known as the primary-, and the coil •s• in  which the induced current 

flows is  known as the secondaey coll, The current in circuit  •:a• ie of the 88.Dle 

nature and frequency as that in circuit 1A•. 

Fig. 2, 3 and 4. Illust rat ions of coupled oscillating circuits. 

ACTION OF A CLOSED OSCILLl'J.'IOll CIRCUIT 

Just how a tuned cir cuit  can be made to aelect onq one frequency- and exclude all 

the rest is easily explained wit h  the aid of Fig, 4. Here we have a fixed inductance 

c o il "S" shunted by the variable condenser •ca. Current waTes coming down from the 

antenna. flow through the coil •p11 and by induction try to induce current waves of a  
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similar nature and frequency in the coil u 5 n .  But the tuned circuit •sc• i1 Ye17 

particular, and will allow current of oni,- one freque11C7 to flow or oscillate in it ,  

depending upon the setting of the condenser •c• . 

Anwne that the .ettinc of •c• ia such that the frequeD07 ot ;he circuit is 

l ,000,000 cycles per second, corresponding to a 30<>-lneter waTe length. Ourrent ot 

thi1 :frequency coming down from the antenna will induce a similar current ln the coll 

"S" and this induced current will at once find tree pa.seage to flow ln the circuit 

"SC". The nature of the current, of course, 1a alternating, and tor the tirat half 

cycle it will flow in one direction, and then reverae and f'low in the oppoeite direc-·, 

tion. At the instant it 1a rea.cy to start all over again, another current••• cornea 

down from the antenna through 11P1 and gi'Na the oscillatll'l& current ln •sc• another 

push which sends it on its � with greater strength. Thia proceH is repMted with 

uniform regularity-, with the result th\+. a strong oscillating current ii cauaed to 

flow in the circuit "sc•. The oncillation current then does the work in operating 

r> the recoi vine; set. 

' It is seen that electricall.3 the procese of tuning conai1t1 of ao balancing the 

inductance and capaeit1 of a tuned circuit against each other that tree passage is 

pel"!llitted a train of waves of a certain frequency and all others are excluded. either 

entirely or nearl.3 10. �ut as will be proven later1 there are a m:imber of other 

factors that affect the efficiency of the tuning proceBB. 

RESONANCE CURVES 

A resonance curve is a chart drawn on crose-ruled paper showing the nature of the 

current flow in a closed oscillation circuit while it 11 being tuned into resonance 

with ano liher circuit. For example, in Pig. 5 1 s the primaey circuit 1P11,  in which 

the generator "G" 11 causing a high frequency current to oscillate. Coupled to th11 

circuit h the 1econdary circuit "LC",  which ie tuned by- meana of a n.riable condenaer 
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"C" and into which is also connected a sensitive current indicati12g meter •M•. 

The current oscillating in tl::..e primary circuit "P" by induction triee to cause 

similar current to flow in the secondar,y circuit 11LC11 i but unleae 1L1 and 1011 are 

adjusted to the proper values, this induced current cannot get thrcll:'.8h and no 

appreciaole reeult will be procbl.ced. However, as the condenser ie slowly turned and 

the circuit brought in tune with the prime.r,y, the meter 1M" will indicate a gradual 

increase in current flow. Suddenly the meter pointer will move far over and indicate 

a strong flow of current. As the condenser is turned farther, the pointer auddenl.7 

moves back age.in and then gradually decreases to 1ero. At the condenser eetting at 

which the meter indicated maxim:un current flow, "L" and "C" were so balanced tbat 

the two circuits were in resonance (in step) with each other. 

The above conditions can be represented graphically as is illustrated in the 

chart Fig. 6. 
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Horizontal distances represent dial settings and vertical distances strength of 

current flow. As the condenser is moved from O t o  30, the meter indicates no current 

flow; but as soon as 30 is passed, the meter needle slowly moves to the right, indi- 

eating tnat a gradually increasing current is flowing. When 50 is  passed, the needle 
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swings to f'lll.l deflection an� stands at maximum when the condenser is  set at 60. As 

r-' soon as 6o is passed, the needle comes .back to the left, and between 70 and 90 slowly 

returns to zero. The curve is known as a resonance curve and shows the current flow 

in circuit "LC• for different condenser aettings. When the condenaer is at 6o, the 

current flow is  maximw:n, and at this setting the two circuits are in resonance. It 

will be seen later on tha-c if this resonance curve is  very narrow and peaked, the 

tuning of the circuit is  ve17 sharp, while if the resonance curve is round and wide, 

the tuning is ve17 broad. 

THE WAVE METER 

The wave meter is an important instrument used in the Badio laborato17 for 

measuring the wave length or frequency of electric waves such as are used in Radio 

practice .  In this instrument use is D&de of just so.ch an oscillating circuit as we 

have been discussing. In other words, a wave meter consists of an inductance coil 

__.. and shunted across the coil is a high grade variable condenser and in addition bas 

connected in series into the circuit a delicate el�ctric meter for indicating the 

strength of the current flowing. The general circuit arrangement is illustrated in 

Fig. 7 ,  in which "LR is  the coil ,  "C" is the condenser and •yn the current indicating 

me ter-, 

The rate at which a current flows back .and forth in an oscillating circuit, that 

is  the frequency, depends upon the amount of inductance and capacity that is connected 

into the circuit. If · we use a coil of the correct IIWllber of turns and a condenser of 

suitaole size ,  we can arrange the oscillating circuit to cover a� desired wave length 

range. When this circuit is then calibrated so that 1 t 1s known �hat the wave length 

or frequency of the circuit is for the various condenser settings, the instrunent 11 

ready for use. This information is generally g1 ven in the form of a curved line 

arawn on cross-ruled paper called a calibration chart. 
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Suppose it i s  desired to measure the wave length of some unknown signal• that 

are being received. The wave meter is then placed so that the coil •L• 1• near �he 

wire that is leading down from the receiving antenna. l3y induction current 11  caused 

to flow in the meter coil. The variable condenser 11 next adjusted until the me;er 

shows the greatest amount of current flowing through the wave meter. Jrom thie 

calibration chart it is then observed what the wave length for this particular con 

denser setting i s ,  and this value will be the wave length of the unlcnown signals. 

J'urther data on the wave meter and its applications will be given later. 

HOW TO CALCULATE THE WA,VE LENGTH OF A CIRCUIT 

The frequency at which an alternating current will oscillate (flow back and forth) 

in a circuit . depends upon the relative sizes of the coil and condenser. If a large 

coil and large condenser are used, the frequency will be low; ·that is ,  the wave length 

will be long; while if a emall coil and condenser are used, the frequency will be 

high and the length of each wave very short. A definite mathematical relation exist, 

between the inductance value of the coil and the capaci t;y of the condeuer, and th11 

makes it  po1&ible to calQUlate the size of coil and condenaer capacit7 needed in·order 

to have the.circuit cover a deaired wave length range. This information 11 important 

in designing tuning uni ta for different wave length bands. 

To calculate the wave length of a circuit consisting o! a coil shunted by a con 

denser, it ·,is onl.7 necessary to multipl7 1884 by the square root of the product ot 

the inductance and capac1 tyr. l'ri tten in formula form thie would be 

W • 1884 V L x C 

in which "W" is the wave length measured in meters, 1L" represents the inductance 

measured in microhenriea, and 1C" the capacity in microfarad,. A meter 11 a unit of 

length in the metric 971tem equal to about 3-1/3 feet (39.37 inches). The derivation 
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of t:ne fornru.la. is  a  rather complex mathematical process somewhat too difficult to be 

taken up at this time. The number 1884 is merely a constant numerical factor which 

i s  always used. 

To illustrate the use of the formula, suppose we have a .0005-Mfd. condenser 

and a coil �ith an inductance of 73 microhenries. Multiplying 73 by .0005 we get 

.03b5. The square root of .0365 is .191,  and this multiplied by 1884 gives 359.g, 

or approximatel;v' 360 meters. When numerous calculations have to be performed, the 

aQove method 19 rather lengtey and requires too much time. A simpler method has been 

worked out by means of which the same results can be obtained with far less effort. 

SIMPLIFI� WAVE LENGTH CALCULATIONS 

From the wave length formula given in the preceding section it is  evident that 

for aey given wave length the product of the inductance and capacity under the square 

root ·sign must always be a constant quantity. For example, by working out the formula 

it can be shown that for a wave length of 360 meters the value of L x C under the 

square root sign would be .03648. If we used a large condenser, a small coil would 

have to be used; while if we used a small condenser, a large coil would be needed. 

In otner words, t.ne product of the condenser capa.ci � and the coil inductance must 

always be equal to .03648. 

Suppose we wanted to use a .00025-Mfd. condenser. To get the size of the coil 

needed, it  would be necessary merely to divide .03648 by .00025, which would give as 

a -esul t 11..f.6. This  means that for a 360-meter wave length 1:f' a .00025-Mfd. condenser 

were used, a coil having an inductance of 146 miorohenries would be necessary. In a 

similar way the necessary coil inductance could be calculated for aD;r other size 

condenser. 

The product of the condenser capacity and coil inductance undar the square root 

sign h commonly called t he "LC" value. Theae "LC" values have been worked out by 
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means of the formula given previously and are listed in the 1.a·t>le below for wave 

lengths ranging from 200 to 600 meters. This table will be found a great time saver 

in the design of coil and condenaer combinations for various tuned oscillation circuits. � 

T A l3 L I 

l 2 3 4 5 6 
Wave Fre- L c Wave Fre- L c 

Length quency Value a Length quency Values 

200 1,500,000 .01129 420 714,285 .04970 

220 1,363,500 .01362 440 681,880 .05446 

2� 1,250,000 .01623 446 652,200 .05960 

2b0 1 ,  153 ,.g50 .01902 480 625,000 .06'+80 

280 1,071,300 .02209 500 600,000 .07039 

300 1,000,000 .02530 520 57b,900 .076o4 

320 937 ,500 .02884 5� 555,600 .08210 

340 882,300 .03249 560 535,715 .oss36 

360 833,350 .03648 580 517.�oo .09467 

380 789,400 .04070 600 500,000 .10140 

400 750,000 .04507 

In the above table are given 6 columns of figurea: Column 4 is a continuation of 

col"tlmll l ;  column 5 a continuation of 2 and column 6 a continuation of 3. Col"Cmns l an d  

4  give the wave lengths and colttmna 2 and 5 the corresponding frequencies • .  These fre- 

quenciee are ootained Dy d1Tid1ng the wave lengths into 300,000,000, the apeed at which 

Radio waves travel. Columns 3 and 6 give the L C  values obtained by aolv1nc the formula 

given for each wave length give�. 

The use of the above table •ill greatl¥ simplify the work of figuring coil and con- 

denser comt>ina.t1ons. For inatance, suppose we want to prepare a circuit that will tune 
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up to 560 meters and that we have available condensers having a capacity 0; .00035 

·r microfarads. Looking in column 6 opposite the 560-meter wave length we find that 
/ 

the �1c� value is .08836. The next step is  to divide .08836 by .00035 and receive 

a1 a quotient 252.5 ,  which is  the necessary inductance of the coil. 

It  i s  thus evident that with th11 simplified method very little calculating work 

is  necessary. It is  not even necessary that the formula given be known or used. 
c .  

When it is known wbat the marl.mum wave length to be used i s ,  and the capacity of the 

condenser has been decided �pon, it  is  only necessary to aivide the correct "LC" value 
< 

by the �ondenser capacity to determine the inductance of the coil needed. 
I .  

V.A.RIABLE CONDENSERS 

As commonly used today, the variable condenser consists of two groups of metal 
.. . ... 

' plates, one stationary and the other mov�ble, so that the amount of plate surface that 

the �wo groups overlap can be varied. The plates of each group are electrically 

connected, and the two groups thoroughly in.sulated from each other. The nature of 
. . 

this insulating material as well as the method of interconnecting the plates of each 

group, determine to a great extent the qual�ty and efficiency of a condenser. 

The capac�(Y p f �  �ond���er, it�•as previously.stated, ia measured in farads; but 

· si.nc_e this is  a vecy large unit, the microfarad is  col'Il!lonly used in Badio work. A 
r !. . 

' . '  

farad is  equa.l to one million microfarads. For very sRV1ll measurements a still smaller 
.  I  

unit i s  used, the micromicrofarad, which is equal to one million�h of a microfarad. 

The primary purpose of a condenser is to store up electrical energy. Wnen a 
• j • ... ... •• • •  •  ...  •  

voltage (difference in potential) ie impressed across the two sets of plates of a con- 

denser ,  a current flow into the condenser will take place until the voltage across the 
'  '  

two sets of plates is the same as the applied pressure. This current is  known as the 

charging �urrent, and the energy stored in the cond�neer is known as the charge. A 

measure of the amount of electricity that tne condenser can hold ia what is  known as 

1 ts capacity. 
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The capacity of a condenser dete�nes the tillle w!th whio� it cRn take on and 

give out a complete charge. When used in conjunction with a coil, the capacity of 

the condenser as well as the inductance of the coil, will regulate the rate at which 

a current can oscillate (flow back and fort,h) in th� circuit. 

MINIMUM CAPACITY IS IMPORTANT 

The wave length range of a coil tuned by means of a variable condenser, depends 

not only upon the maximum capacity of the condenser but also upon its minimum capacity. 

The maximWll capacity determines the highest wave length that can be reacqed, while the 

minimum capacity determines the lowest wave length. It is therefore very important 

that the condenser be properly designed so that it will have a sufficiently low capacity 

when all the plates are withdrawno The present broadcasting wave length i� from about 

200 to 600 meters, a ratio of 1 to 3. Since the wave length depends upon the square 

root of the condenser, according to the formula previously given, this means that the 

lllinimWI capacity must Q� at least one�nin,tQ Qf i,s� 9f tl')e �� �app.city, AJ.l of 
• .  ..  I  

the better condensers have a range of 10 to 1 or better, and satisfy this requirement. 

TY$$ QF VARIAB� CONPENSZRS 

Variable condensers are inade in three or tour d.it.terent t;ypes in order to secure 

special tuning features when they are used in connection with a fixed inductance coil. 

These types are r Straight line capacity, straight. line wave length, straight line 

trequeney and straight line tuning. 

The term, •straight line" is used because the line which represents graphically 

the variation of either �he oapacit:r" wave length or trequenc, change• against movements 

ot the rotor plates, is a st;raigllt. ltne� _The MVN:l\qtlf ot tbeee cU.tt•rfflt types and 

their applications are brought out in the following paragraphs• 
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The s�raigbt line capacity condensers are the old familiar ones with the semi 

circular rotor and stator plates. With these, equal angles turned through by the rotor 

plates produce equal change, in the capacity of the condensers. This type of condenser · 

is  sui tat>le for wave meters and other calit>ra.tion work in which· very accura te capacity 

measuren1enta are to be made. Thie tn,e of condenser i s  not so suitable for tuning 

purposes in present dEcy Radio receiving sets, however, as the other types are, because 

stations separated by a certain number of meters in the lower wave length range will 

crowd closely together on the lower sections of the dials, while stations in the upper 

wave length will be widely separated on the dial settings. 

A s�raight line wave length condenser has the plates shaped so that the wave length 

of a circuit using a fixed inductance coil with the condenser, changes by equal amounts 

when the rotor plates are tuned through equal angles as indicated oy the divisions on 

the dial. With such a condenser .stations in the lower wave lengths will oe separated 

as much as those in the higher wave lengths. "n other words, eta tions that are sepa 

rated by an equal number of meters are spread uniformly over the tuni� dial. Such a 

condenser is desi6ned tha� its capacity increases as the aqua.re of the angular movement 

through which the rotor plates are turned. 

With a straight line frequency condenser the frequency of a circuit into which the 

condenser is connected changes by equal amounts for equal variations in the dial 

settings of the condenser. This arrangement is of advantage because all oroadcasting 

stations are assigned transmitting wave lengths so that stations in adjacent territories 

will differ oy 10 kilocycles (10,000 cycles).  In other words, all broadcasting stations 

are rated on a frequency basis instead of according to wave lengths. There is one 

disadvantage to this tYPe of condenser, however, and tbat 18 that stations in the ex 

tra:ne upper wave length ranges are crowded consideraoly on the upper section of the dial. 

Most condensers are designed and built so tblt the pls.tes can rotate through a 

'1alf circle or 180 degrees. There are a few makes of condensers, however, that are 
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constructed so that the plates turn through 240 or 270 degrees. i'hie is  a big ad 

vantage in tuning, for it spreads the tuning range over bigger apace and eeparatea 

the wave length bands so much further. 

For most satisfactory tuning the oest condenser design to use is a comoination 

of the straight line wave length and straight line frequency types. In other words, 

the condenser plates are shaped so that for the lower part of the ecale the condenser 

tunes on the straight line frequency basis and on the upper part of the scale on the 

straight line wave length basis. With this arra.Dgement there is no crowding at either 

end of the condenser and the stations are spread uniformly over the tuning dial. 

'l'his type of condenser design is now used in practically all com:nercial radio receiving 

sets.  

To obtain these various tuning characteristics different shapes of rotor plates 

are used. �n the a�raight line capacity type the plates are semicircular in shape, 

in the s.traight line frequency type they have a sharp curve at one end and gradualq 

straighten out toward the other end, while in the straight line tuning the plates are 

somewhat semioval in shape. 

SPECIAL CONDENSER APPLICATIONS 

In most modern receiving sets there is more than one tuned circuit, and each of 

these requires its own tuning conienser. When two such circuits are used, two tuning 

condensers would be needed and there would consequently be two tuning controls. If 

three tuned systems are used, three condenaera would be required and there would be 

three tuning controls. Three such tuned systems are illustrated in J'ig. 8,  each 

circuit oeing tuned by ite own individual condenser. The result of using two or more 

coupl�d tuning systems of this kind, is  t.l:lat much greater selectivitJ' (sr.arper tuning) 

i ,  had. Those undesired frequencies tna.t succeed in passing through the first tuner 

are caught and held back in the following stages. 
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Fig. 8. Showing how a 3-a:ang condenser is connected int.o a tuned circuit system. 

In case two or more tuned systems are employed. the number of tuning controls 

can be reduced by mounting several of the condensers on one aha.ft. Then aa the cozmnon 

shaft is  rotated, several of the circuits are tuned at the same time. Such condensers 

consisting of two, three or four sections are known as multiple or gang condensers. 

�a� single condensers are built so that their shaft can be removed and two or more 

of them mounted on a single shaft. 11he dotted lines in Fig. 8 indicate that the 

three condenser sections operate as a single unit. 

In order to employ such JllUltiple tuning systems successfully with a gaJ:l8 con- 

denser, it is  very important t�t the coils and condenser sections be ouilt with the 

utmost precision.  for otherwise the individual circuits will not tune alike. In other 

words, one circuit will be tuned to a different frequency than the o�her, and the 

very purpose of using several tuned systems will be defeated. However, it  is poeeiole 

to overcome such difficulties by connecting across one or several of t he .  sections of 

the main tuning condenser a small three or five-plate condenser. Such small con- 

deneers are known as midget condensers and serve as trimmers. Such a �rimner condenser 

i s  shown connected across the third section of the main condenser in Fig. 8. These 

iriillmer condens&rs then make up for the tuning differences that IIl8Y exist in the various 
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cir�uits. More about the uee of multiple condensers and midget condensers 11 given 

in later leaaons where circuits employing such systems are taken up in detail. 

LOSSES IN CONDENSERS 

- 

The term "low-loss", when honestly applied to a condenser, means that the instru- 

ment is  eo built and such materials are used, that all lossee are reduced to a minin,um. 

Frequent�, however, the application of this t e nn i s  stretched a little,  for laboratory 

tests show that the condenser is no better than the average. The losses t ha t �  

occur in a condenser are of three kinds: Resistance, dielectric, and eddy current 

losses. 

The electricity that alternate� flows into and out of a condenser encounters the 

resistance of the plates and all contac� points. Brass plates are superior to aluminum 

only in that they can be soldered or welded t.ogether better. The main point to observe 

in a condenser ie the method o! assemblill8 the plates. Good electrical contact should 

be established between the plates of each group so tbat minimum resistance is intro- 

duced at these places. 

The dielectric includes all the insulating material used in the construction of 

the condenser. The materials commonly used are bard ru.ober, fibre, bakelite, glaas 

or isolantite. Isol.a.riti�e is  a substance similar to porcelain but finer grained and 

less porous. Losses can occur in this dielectric in three w�s. Surface leakage is 

the passing of electricity from one set of plates to the other over the surface of the 

dielectric, but this generall¥ is small unless the material is covered with dust and 

moisture. Body leakage is the flow of electricity through the entire dielectric on 

account of its poor insulating qualities. Using only the best insulating material 

reduces this loss to a negligible amount. Aosorptio� refers to the abili� of the 

dielectric to absorb energy like a sponge absorbs water. With some materials this ap- 

proaches quite an appreciable amount. :Eddy currents are the str&¥ electric currents 
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tbat are set up in �he metal fraitework of the condenser, especially the end plates. 

,r--...._ Practically all of these losses increase as the frequencies become higher. £t 

very high frequencies (short wave lengths) not too mu.ch at·�ention can be given to 

some of these points, for often the efficienC7 of a condenser is so low, that it is 

useless in high frequency receivers. 

HOW TO SELECT A GOOD CONDENSER 

When a condenser is  selected, the following points should oe carefully observed: 

The bearings should be �ed but smooth running, the end thrust properly cared for, 

the plates should not be too thin but accurately spaced and rigidly clamped, and the 

dials should be smooth and true-running. The name of the manufacturer should car:cy 

more weight and consideration than any advert.ising propaganda tbat m,q be broadcast 

about a condenser. 

WHAT CONS'l'ITUTES Jl GOOD COIL 

With coils also the tern1 "low-loss 11 ,  bae been freely used. Numerous types and 

shapes of coils have oeen availaole on the market, with special and exaggerated claims 

:for each, The question naturally arises, what constitutes a good coil and what factors 

tend toward coil efficiency. 

Practically all coilo in a Radio receiver are used in connection with vacuum 

t�bes; and as we shall see in a later lesson, greater signal strength i s  obtained from 

�nese tuoes when higher voltages are delivered to tnem. Since the primary !'unction of 

the coil i s  to genarate these voltages, the more efficient the coil is the greater 

will be the response obtained from tne recei v1:a.g circuit .  The voltage tbat a coil can 

generate depends upon its inductance, and that coil is  most efficient which has the 

greatest inductance for the amount of wire used. It  would seem from this tbat the 

larger the coil the better results would be obtained. But if too large a coil i s  ueed 1  
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the wave length range that can be covered by it would be too narrow; and if t·oo small 

a coil is used, less voltage would be generated in it and the circuit res�onse 

diminished. Experience has shown that very efficient and satisfactory results are 

obtained with a coil haviag an inductance of 290 microhenries and tuned by a condenser 

having a capacity of .00035 microtarads. This combination will cover the popular 

broadcast range of 200 to 600 meters. 

Rgl§TANCE � ES .!!  COII.S 

Resistance decreases the efficiency of a coil by cutting down the effective 

voltage generated in it. It also broadens the tuning qualities or the circuit into 

which the coil is connected. This resistance really consists of two components, the 

ohmic or direct current resistance and the high frequency resistance. 

The ohmic resistance, as in any electric dircuit, depends upon the sise end length 

of wire used and upon the resistance of the contact points and connections. It would 

seem that the larger the wire the less 1Duld be the resistance of the coil windings; 

but as we shall see in the next paragraph, the use or larger wire introduces the 

undesirable effects of increased coil capacity. For all general purposes No. 22 or 24 

wire seems to be best, and where compact and small coil construction is needed, No. 26 

or 28 can be used. Double cotton covered (D .c .c . )  insulation is very good except 

that it has a tendency to absorb moisture. Double silk coTered (D.S.C. )  insulation 

is a little better in this respect. It also has a better appearance, but is somewhat 

more costly. 

High frequency resistance, sometimes known as the skin ettect, is due to the 

tendency or a high frequency alternating current to travel only through the outer layers 

or on the surface of a conductor instead of throughout the entire wire as a direct 

current does. This high frequ�ncy resistance also increases as larger wire is used. 

Its effects are greatly reduced, however, by the use of stranded·wire in which each 
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strand is  insulated continuously from the rest. Such wire i s  known as Litzendraht 

wire. The o·t>ject1on to its use, however, is  that these component wires are very fine 

and easily broken and when this occurs, all advantages gained oy its use are gone. 

The high frequency resietance of a coil is also increased by the presence of 

any insulating material in the field of the coil. For this reason the amount of in 

sulation on the wire and in the coil supports should be reduced to a minimum. Both 

of these effects can be reduced by spaci� the turns or groups of turns from each 

other and by using skeleton framework for the coil supports. The coil resistance is  

aleo increased if metallic objects are placed within the magnetic field of the coil.  

for energy is then absorbed in the form of eddy currents set up in the metal. 

DISTRIBUTED CAPACITY IN COILS 

Although the function of a coil is to provide a definite a.mount of inductance. 

it is impossible to wind a coil without also introducing some capacity. This capacity 

effect exists between the adjacent turns. The successive turns of wire lying next to 

each other with but a small space between thera act as though a small condenser were 

connected a.cross each turn; and since this capacity is  spread throughout the entire 

length of the coil ,  it 1a known as distributed capacity. The total effect of this 

distriouted capaci�y is  similar to having a condenser of equal capacity connected 

a.cross the coil .  The inductance of the coil comoined with its distriouted capacity 

form an oscillation circuit,  and the frequency of this circuit is known as the ?Btural 

frequency of the coil. If this natural frequency falls within the wave length rall€e 

for which the receiving circuit is  designed, consideraole tuning trouble will be  

experienced. 

At the higher wave lengths tnis distributed capacity is  not so noticeaole,  but 

at t.he shorter wave len&ths (higher frequencies) the effect becomes very prominent. 

In other words, the distributed capacity varies with the frequency. The distriouted 
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capacity in a coil can be reduced oy spacing the turns, but thia also decreases the 

inductance somewhat. :By using a minimum amount of insulating material the diatributed 

capacity i a alao greatly reduced. 

WHAT SIZE COIL TO USE 

The process of figuring the number of turns to use in winding coils of different 

diameters and that are to be used with tuning condensers of different capacities is  a 

rather lengthy one. However, for those who desire this information so that they can 

make practical use of i t ,  the following table of values has been worked out. The 

required number of turns have been calculated for eight sizes of tubing and for five 

different condenser capacities. 

DIAMETER OF TUBING 

Con- l� 2 2.1. 21 2t 3 3t 3-}, 
4 :r 

denser In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. 

.00025 135 125 115 102 80 65 60 55 

.0003 139 113 9g g5 73 61 55 50 

.00035 125 109 95 82 70 6o 53 48 

.00037 121 105 92 78 66 56 50 45 

.0005 110 95 80 62 55 44 40 35 

The given data is  for use with Bo. 24 double cotton covered wire. If double silk 

insulated wire is used, the number of turns will be practically the same in every case. 

Should it happen that for some reason the stations are rather crowded together and re- 

quire only three-fourths or less of the dial readings to cover the total wave length 

range, it is an indication that either the condensers or the coils are too large. The 

best remedy' in that case 11  to reduce the number of turns in the coils until the greater 

portion of the tuning range of the dials is used. I! the lower wave lengths cannot be 

reached in some cases, it is an indication �bat the coils and condensers are too large. 
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The thing to do 11 · to remoTe turns o:f 11'1.re (one at a time) until the deail"ed low wave 

r lengths can be reached. If thl lower ••v• length can be reached but mt the upper, 

either the condenser or the coils are not large en�h. 1'he eade1t w,q to remed,y this 

dif:ficul ty h to add a f• turn, of wire to the coil• until the higher wave length 

atations can be ea11J.T reached. Jor best result, the coils and conden19r1 should be eo 

apportioned that the 200-meter stations will .come in between O and 5 on the tuning 

di&ls and 550-meter stations between 95 and 100 on the dials. 

The number of turns gi Ten in tbe table it for coil a that are to be used with a 

variaDle condenser to form a closed oac1llat1cn circuit. The coila Sl87' be u1ed indi- 

viduall.y or a• the secondary of a radio :trequenc7 transformer. In the latter case the 

numt>er of turns to use in the primal')" will depend upon the degree of eotzpling that ia  

desired. For 2-inch or larger coils a primary o:t from 1 to 12 turns 11 recommended. 

For sharper tunin& 7 to 8 turns are the numoer to uae; while if greater energy trans- 

ference ie wanted and sharp tuning 11 m t .:. .>  ee1ential, 10 to 12 turns aerve De1t. 

RMQTANQ! ANl> IMP;a>ANCI 

It has just been proTen how a circuit contain111g capscity or inductance offer, a 

certain amount of opposition to the passage of an alternating current, and that the 

a.mount of opposition experienced by the current depends upon it.a frequency. Inductance 

and co.pacit7 manifest themaelves only when the current changes or varies. But every 

circuit alw�a has a definite amou.nt of resistance depending upon the dimensions and 

materials of �he circuit. This re1i1tance is al�• present, 1rrespect1Te of whether 

the current ie direct or alternating. Therefore, a complex circui t� contain all 

tnree factors, reaiatance, 1nduct1Te reactance and capacit7 reactance. Tne total .com- 

bined effect of the rHietance and tne inductive and capacity rea.ctance ii known as the 

impedance of a circuit. Impedance thu.s represent, the to�al opposition experienced oy 

an alternating current and is also measured. in ohms. Impedance is  repre1ented by the 

., 
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capital letter "Z". 

Inductance in an alternating current circuit causes the current to lag behind 
the voltage, that is, the current reaches its maximum and zero values after the vol 
tage has done so. Capacity, on the other hand, causes the current to lead the vol 
tage, that is, the current reaches its maximum and zero values before the voltage 
does so. In other words, inductance and capacity caus� directly opposite effects. 
When both of these are present in a circuit, one will neutralize part of the other, 
and the resulting reactance "X" is equal to the difference of the two. That is:  

X : XL - Xe 

Since both the inductive reactance and the capacity reactance throw the alter 
nating current and voltage out of phase (cause the current to lead or lag behind the 
voltage), the impedance is equal to the square root of the sum of the square of the 
resistance and 1;he square of t.he r'eact.ance , Expressed in formula form, this would be: 

/ R2 + (XL - Xe )2 
Illustrative Example: Let us assume that we have a circuit in which the induc 

tive reactance is 10 ohms, the capacity reactanci is 1 ohms, and the resistance is 
4 ohms. What is the impedance of the circuit 1 

The combined reactance would be 10 - 1 or 3 ohms (XL - Xe).  The square of 3 is 
9, and the square of 4 is 16, and the sum of the two squares is 25. Lately, the 
square foot of 25 is 5, and the impedance of the entire circuit is 5 ohms. It must 
be remembered that the inductive and capacity reactance partly neutralize each other, 
the combined effect of the two being equal to only 3 ohms. 

RESONANCE 

If the inductive and capacity reactance of a circuit are exactly equal, they 
will completely neutralize each other, and the o?icy" opposition the current rlll then 
experience is the resistance of the circuito In other words, the total impedance 
of the circuit is equal to the resistance. When such a condition exists, the cir 
cuit is said to be in resonance. 

The process of tuning a radio receiving or transmitting circuit consists essen 
tially of so balancing the inductance and capacity that they will mutually neutralize 
each other. Under these conditions the only opposition the current experiences is 
the electrical resistance, and therefore, the current will reach its max:i.mwa value 
and the signals will come through loudest. The circuit is then said to be tuned to 
that particular frequency. If signals of another frequency are desired, the capa 
city and inductance must be readjusted to take care of the variations in reactance on 
account or the changes in frequency? 

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS ON FOLLOWING PAGE 
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